
Attention Alberta social studies teachers . . .

Access these all-inclusive online 
resources to implement inquiry in 
your social studies classroom

AVAILABLEFOR PURCHASE NOW

Inquiry-pacs are comprehensive digital 

resources containing detailed lesson 

overviews, ready-to-use student booklets 

and interactive visual displays for use 

with Smartboard technology. Supporting 

a competency-focused and issues-based 

approach, Inquiry-pacs provide teachers 

with effective and practical strategies to 

encourage critical, creative and collaborative 

thinking as students develop deep 

understanding of the subject matter.
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Designed to support the thinking 

classroom, this resource combines 

planning, lesson delivery and resource 

access in a “digital living document.” 

Inquiry-pacs can be customized to 

complement teaching style, feature 

student work and highlight current 

examples. The resources will also be 

refreshed annually by TC2 to maintain 

current links, enrich learning activities 

and update information. 
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PRICING
Single course price Social studies 10 Social studies 20

Initial year license per unit $350 $350

Annual renewal with content up-grade per unit $35 $35

TC2 Partners receive a 20% discount off the listed price. 
Individual licenses may be purchased from our online shop at tc2.ca/shop

Multiple license discounts*
10% off for orders of 3-9 licenses
20% off for orders of 10 or more licenses

*Please contact our office for multiple license orders by emailing mail@tc2.ca or calling 604-639-6325

tc2.ca/inquiry-pacs/alberta

Lesson overview

Student booklet activity sheets

Digital whiteboard lessons

Inquiry-pacs are updated versions of Course-pacs

Digital lessons, based in SMART Notebook software, 

guide teachers and students through the course 

material in an interactive and critically thoughtful 

manner. All of the required instructions and resources 

for each lesson are clearly identified and easily accessed.

A student booklet complements each lesson.  

Composed of downloadable activity sheets, the 

booklets include activities and assignments and 

provide a place where students can record ideas and 

make notes as they explore concepts, develop skills 

and demonstrate understanding.

A lesson overview summarizes each lesson, lists 

outcomes and provides ideas for teaching including 

differentiating instruction and assessing student 

learning. The overviews also suggest complementary 

resources and textbook references.  As well, a course 

synopsis summarizes all the lessons in the

complete course, provides the estimated duration of 

each lesson and the topics covered.  


